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Abstract Modern clinical cancer research increasingly relies on the visual communication of

complex response and treatment sequencing data. Graphical representations used in oncology

currently fail to provide adequate information on any prior treatment(s) responses, focussing

on current treatment effects in isolation. We have developed a new graphical illustration, the

‘iceberg plot,’ to allow improved comparison of prior treatment response with current therapy.

To demonstrate the potential clinical utility of this new graphical representation, we have

performed an independent reanalysis of a clinical study trialling sequence-directed therapy.

In this example, prior therapy responses are contrasted with current treatment response, with

further validation using the ‘Von Hoff’ criteria to assess for exceptional response. This

example demonstrates the versatility and clinical utility of the ‘iceberg plot,’ showing what

was previously hidden and provides improved visualisation of prior and current treatment

responses together.
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1. Introduction

Visualisation of data enables rapid interpretation of

complex information and is fundamental to scientific

research. In oncology, frequently used graphs include

the KaplaneMeier plot to allow comparison of time to

event outcomes between groups, and waterfall, swim-
mer, and spider plots to display tumour and clinical

response changes for individuals receiving therapy [1].

Although these plots provide useful data on current

therapy response, they provide limited or no informa-

tion on responses or stable disease (SD) to prior treat-

ment(s). As the number of anticancer treatments

continues to increase, effective sequencing of therapies is

becoming more significant across many tumour types
[2e4]. Therefore, new graphical representation may help

to better appraise prior treatment responses, thus

providing context to the potential efficacy of new

therapies.

We propose a new graph, coined the ‘iceberg plot,’ to

facilitate easier comparison of prior therapy response

with new treatments. To demonstrate the potential

utility of this new graphical representation, we have
performed a reanalysis of the study by Cobain et al.,

investigating the clinical benefit of patients with

advanced or metastatic solid cancers derived from

genomic profiling and sequence-directed therapy (SDT)

in comparison to prior therapy response [5].
2. Methods

In the study by Cobain et al., among the 1138 included

patients, we focused on the 132 (11.6%) patients who
received SDT owing to the detection of at least 1

potentially actionable genomic alteration. Using infor-

mation available within the article (including supple-

mentary material) and, we recapitulated each patient’s

history by using the unique Mi-Oncseq (Michigan

Oncology Sequencing Program) subject identification

code [5]. Data were available for 125/132 (94%) patients.

Comparative analysis was undertaken to determine the
progression-free survival (PFS) of prior therapy lines

(if applicable) to the PFS of SDT for each patient.

Furthermore, we applied the Von Hoff criterion, which

defines molecular profiling or SDT to be of clinical

benefit for individual patients if the PFS ratio (PFS on

SDT/PFS on prior therapy) is greater than 1.3 to further

evaluate therapeutic response and define exceptional

responders [6].
1 See Supplementary Appendix for methodology on construction of

iceberg plot.
3. Results

We recapitulated the records for 125 (94%) patients

receiving SDT in this study and report the first use of the

iceberg plot (Fig. 1; Supplementary Appendix 1). One

hundred and two (81.6%) patients had received prior non-

SDT therapy before initiating SDT. The median PFS for
SDT for treatment-naı̈ve patients was 8.3 months (Inter-

quartile range (IQR): 2.8e8.7) compared with 3.4 months

(IQR: 1.4e7.7) for patients who had been receiving prior

non-SDT therapy. The authors identified 26 (19.7%)

patients as exceptional responders (defined as PFS of>12

months on SDT) including three complete responses

(CRs), 14 partial responses (PRs) and nine SDs. Using

eligibility for the National Cancer Institute Exceptional
Responder Initiative would deem only 17 (13.6%) patients

suitable for consideration (includes additional stringent

criteria) based on disease response (CR or PR) [7].

The more stringent Von Hoff criterion identifies only 2

(1.5%) patients meeting this criterion for an exceptional

response and is shown in Fig. 2.
4. Discussion

Understanding response(s) or duration of stable disease

to prior therapy is critical to assess the potential benefit

of new oncology treatments. Present graphical repre-

sentations are unsatisfactory. We demonstrate the clin-
ical utility of the iceberg plot (Fig. 1) in this reanalysis of

the study by Cobain et al. showing that SDT is under-

performing prior response to non-SDT in a significant

number of patients. To validate this observation, we

have shown that only a low proportion of cases meet the

Von Hoff criteria for exceptional response (Fig. 2),

demonstrating the usefulness and practicality of the

iceberg plot (Fig. 1) as a new data visualisation tool.
This study has limitations which merit consideration.

Not having access to full data-limited analysis, only

being able to reconstruct 125 patient records. Five Mi-

Oncseq codes were repeated, potentially representing

patients who went on to successive lines of SDT, how-

ever is difficult to fully elucidate and have been included

as separate patients. Furthermore, duration on non-

SDT was calculated using time between diagnosis and
enrolment, this could potentially overestimate this

duration, reducing the number of patients meeting the

Von Hoff criteria.

Modern clinical cancer research increasingly relies on

the visual communication of complex response and

treatment sequencing data, including the use of SDT.

This requires novel methods of graphical representa-

tions to better conceptualise therapy response. The
iceberg plot, showing what was previously hidden below

the line, provides improved visualisation of prior and

current treatment responses. Further validation, such

as applying the Von Hoff criteria, will be valuable in
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Fig. 2. Comparison of time on SDT and time between diagnosis and enrolment in patients receiving prior systemic anti-cancer therapy

prior to SDT. Yellow line represents Von Hoff line (above line meets criteria); Red points (n Z 2)) represent individual patients meeting

the Von Hoff criteria, and blue points (nZ 95)) are those who do not; )This graph does not include patients who did not receive any prior

therapy. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 1. Duration of therapy for evaluable patients (n Z 125) receiving sequence directed therapy (SDT; above x-axis) and prior non-SDT

or no treatment before SDT (below x-axis). Each vertical column represents a patient. By setting the time of initiation of sequence directed

therapy at the same baseline value on the y axis, this allows a new plotting method, coined the ‘iceberg plot’.
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proving the clinical utility of this new graphical

representation.
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